The Libraries’ Collections:

- provide access to specific and often unique materials contributing to research that addresses global challenges
- are key in distinguishing us from our peers
- must be digitized to make the collections more discoverable
- the cost of providing relevant journals and other electronic resources dramatically increases every year
The Libraries’ vision is to provide access to cutting edge materials supporting a wide range of academic and professional fields represented in the disciplines across Texas A&M. Because we believe that accessibility is the hallmark of successful collections, we are continuously creating programs to digitize our collections making them discoverable to researchers around the world.

Examples of our collections include Texas & Borderlands, Military History, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Language & Literature, Book & Printing History, Gender & Ethnic Studies, History of Ideas, as well as the Texas A&M University Archives.

How you can help us:

- Digitization of our Collections/Archives including equipment and personnel $5.0 million total
- Special Collections Endowment $3.0 million total
- General Collections Endowment $2.0 million total

To discuss more, please contact: Adelle Hedleston ’88 adelie-h@library.tamu.edu 979-862-4574

or visit us online at: library.tamu.edu/about/give